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THE QATAR CRISIS
•

Hostage negotiations (April 2017) and hacking of Qatari News Agency (May 2017) aggravate existing
tensions between Qatar and GCC hardliners (KSA, UAE, Bahrain)

•

Growing influence of (headstrong) Muhammed bin Salman

•

21 May: Saudi, UAE and Bahrain leaders rail against Qatar to POTUS during summit, and receive
sympathetic response.

•

5 June: KSA and allies break ties with Qatar, impose severe sanctions.
•

US Embassy praises Qatari progress on counterterrorism.

•

SECSTATE Tillerson urges moderation.

•

6 June: POTUS supports KSA position in series of tweets.

•

9 June: SECSTATE Tillerson issues balanced statement calling for dialogue. Hours later POTUS accuses
Qatar of funding terrorism “at a very high level.”

•

14 June: US announces sale of $12B in F-15 aircraft to Qatar.

•

20 June: State Department issues stern statement very critical of KSA position.

•

25 June: SECSTATE Tillerson suggests some KSA demands are excessive.

•

26 June: Sen. Corker (R-SFRC) threatens to block all US arms sales to GCC.

WHAT IS “UNPREDICTABILITY”?
• true “irrationality” is relatively rare
•

serious mental illness?

• instead, most apparent irrationality stems from a lack of understanding of:
•

•

decision-making:
•

perspectives, interests, perceptions

•

decision-making processes

•

factions

•

psychological characteristics

signals or intent

• the effect, however, may be the same, i.e. difficulty in establishing stimulus-response or cause-effect

IMPLICATIONS OF “UNPREDICTABILITY”?
• impact on deterrence
•

“crazy man” enhances deterrence?

•

incoherence undermines signaling and commitment, hence undermines deterrence

•

unreliable allies undermine deterrence

• slower or more cautious decision-making?
• previously homeostatic systems may become more prone to cascading change
•

“bull (or butterfly effect) in a china shop”

UNPREDICTABILITY IN WARGAMING

• While the behavior of unpredictable adversaries or unreliable allies is difficult to forecast with precision,
statements and actions usually fall within a range that can be broadly anticipated.
•

Not completely unpredictable.

• True “Black Swan” events are, by their very nature, very rare indeed.
• We thus tend to be considering a bell curve of plausible behaviors, bounded at the extremes by low
probability/high impact actions.
•

Probability distribution cannot be known, however.

WARGAME DESIGN 1: SCRIPTING
The unpredictability of a (non-player) adversary or ally can be built into the game scenario or injects.
•

Advantages:
•

•

•

(pre)bounded unpredictability

Disadvantages:
•

generally unresponsive to game events

•

offers little insight into managing (as opposed to coping with) the unreliable

•

players may feel they are being led down a predermined path (because they are)

Applications:
•

controlled experimentation or defined teaching objectives

•

little fish/big pond situations where unpredictable element is well beyond reach of actors

WARGAME DESIGN 2: STOCHASTIC BEHAVIOUR
The unpredictability of a (non-player) adversary or ally can be be represented by random events
(dice, cards, etc).
•

•

•

Advantages:
•

semi-(pre)bounded unpredictability

•

generates genuine uncertainty

Disadvantages:
•

unresponsive to game events

•

offers little insight into managing (as opposed to coping with) the unreliable

•

losing attributed to “bad luck”

Applications:
•

controlled experimentation or defined teaching objectives

•

little fish/big pond situations where unpredictable element is well beyond reach of players

WARGAME DESIGN 3: RESPONSIVE VARIABLE
”Unreliable” behaviour subject to influence through established game mechanism (influence track or markers)
that includes both responsive and stochastic elements.
•

•

Advantages:
•

semi-(pre)bounded unpredictability

•

allows players to strategize interaction with the ”unpredictable”

•

more responsive to game events

Disadvantages:
•

•

dangers of modelling what you don’t understand

Applications:
•

“Clausewitzian game of cards”

Random draw of
possible leadership
positions.

Player or players spend limited political capital or
diplomatic resources to select/influence outcome.
Possible additional stochastic element.

Variable relationship,
alliance commitment,
etc.
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Player or players spend limited political
capital or diplomatic resources to
select/influence outcome.

Possible stochastic element.

WARGAME DESIGN 4: WHITE CELL
“Unreliable/unpredictable” behaviour determined by game umpires/control/white cell.
•

•

•

Advantages:
•

creative unpredictability

•

allows players to strategize interact with the ”unpredictable”

•

highly responsive to game events AND game purposes

Disadvantages:
•

“Whatever we try to go, Control will mess it up. I’m becoming a nihilist.”

•

dangers of umpiring what you don’t understand

Applications:
•

Useful to nudge game in desired (analytical/educational) directions.

WARGAME DESIGN 5: TWO (+) LEVEL GAMES
”Unreliable” behaviour determined by subgame player interactions.
•

•

•

Advantages:
•

useful where elements of unpredictability are understood, even if their exact relationship is not

•

potentialn emergent game play

Disadvantages:
•

distraction and complexity

•

dangers of designing for effect

Applications:
•

Larger, more complex games

Two-level game whereby domestic actors
vie to influence national leader (may
appear unpredictable outside the system).

IMPLICATIONS
• The value of teaching/training for agility and adaptability.
• If we know we are likely to be surprised by unpredictable adversaries, then we should enhance or
capacity to respond to the unexpected.

• POL-MIL gaming as alternative futures exercises.
• How to do them cheaply and easily to allow a fuller exploration of the plausibility-space?

• Importance of politically-sensitive contingency planning that explore allied unreliability.
• Are there important issues we just can’t game?

• The importance of humility in forecasting.
• The model might be useful—it is almost certainly wrong.
• Can we really game Black Swans?

